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The advantages of utilizing Cloud infrastructure services
and especially the diversity of pricing models and QoSs in
a Multi-Cloud are encouraging software providers to exploit
this fertile environment. Meanwhile, SaaS providers are
looking into solutions that minimize the overall infrastructure leasing cost without adversely affecting their customers
[20]. To achieve this goal, it is essential to have a clear
deﬁnition of SaaS provider requirements, so in this context,
Service Level Agreement (SLA) serves as a foundation for
the expected functional and quality level of the service
between the involving parties [14] (IaaS and SaaS providers
in our case). Considering SLA in Cloud service allocation
makes Cloud computing a valid alternative model to the
private data centers regarding to user QoS requirements such
as availability and security [5].
A thorough literature review conducted by the author on
service selection and SLA management revealed two main
problems: First, although the SLA-based service selection
in Cloud computing is well researched and analyzed, an
approach in which the SaaS provider proﬁt is the main
focus and it utilizes the promising features of a Multi-Cloud
environment is missing. Namely, existing works have mostly
focused on maximizing the proﬁt of either the customers or
the IaaS providers by proposing solutions in a single Cloud
without thoroughly investigating SLA issues [3], [6]. Thus,
barriers relevant to the SLA management while selecting and
allocating services, such as SLA interoperability, SLA validation tracking, SLA violation detection in a Multi-Cloud,
from the SaaS provider perspective, has not been explored
yet. As a recent investigation of SLA interoperability issues
in Multi-Cloud, an IEEE working group called InterCloud
Working Group (ICWG)1 , has been established to develop
a set of standards for InterCloud interoperability.
Second, the growth of Cloud providers both in the number
of players and the variety of offered services forces companies to deal with a not trivial selection problem [7]. Since
by using a Multi-Cloud environment, dependent components
of a single SaaS application can be distributed in different
Cloud data centers, with various QoS attributes, from the
SaaS provider perspective, the deployment can be considered
as an abstract Composite Infrastructure Service with a set
of functional and non-functional requirements for each included component. The question remains how to, on the one
hand, score and select services for each single component
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I. I NTRODUCTION
A natural evolution in Cloud computing is happening by
using different services from multiple Clouds in order to
have a wider range of choices with various cost and quality
of services (QoSs). Improving the QoS, while optimizing
service cost; the ability to migrate among several providers;
avoiding vendor lock-in; and the need of particular Cloud
services which are not provided elsewhere are some of the
reasons for using services from multiple Clouds. In general,
two types of delivery models exist in multiple Clouds:
Federated Cloud and Multi-Cloud [17], which differ in the
degree of collaborations between the involved Clouds and
the way that the user interacts with them. In the Federated
model, an agreement between the involved Cloud providers,
transparent from the user, is required. While, in the MultiCloud model, as the focus of this work, there is no need
for such agreement. Furthermore, in the Multi-Cloud model,
users are aware of multiple Clouds, and usually a third
party, named as a Multi-Cloud middleware in this work, is
responsible to deal with Cloud provider API variations.
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and on the other hand, optimize this allocation to satisfy the
requirements of the composite service. Furthermore, these
concerned QoS parameters can be conﬂicting or have various
importance degrees for the SaaS provider.
Our work, as a recently started PhD thesis, ultimately aims
to provide solutions to the above mentioned problems by
proposing a framework for service allocation in a MultiCloud environment while taking into consideration the SLA
management issues.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II brieﬂy presents the related work. Section III describes
the overview of the proposed framework. In Sections IV
and V primarily results and evaluation plan are discussed.
Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

aside the different needs for SLA interoperability in these
two models, the main goal of the Contrail project is to
allow Cloud providers to seamlessly integrate resources from
other Clouds with their own infrastructures, and break the
current customer lock-in situation by allowing live application migration from one Cloud to another. While, our goal
is providing a framework, as a middleware for the SaaS
provider, in order to minimize the infrastructure leasing cost
and SLA violation rate as well as maximizing the satisfaction
level by utilizing the Cloud infrastructure services of a
Multi-Cloud environment.
III. M ULTI -C LOUD S ERVICE A LLOCATION F RAMEWORK
As depicted in Figure 1, the proposed framework lies
between the SaaS and IaaS provider layers and manipulates
the Multi-Cloud service selection and SLA management. As
an accepted third party of Multi-Cloud delivery model, we
assume all transactions between the proposed framework
and the IaaS providers are done through the Multi-Cloud
middleware that communicates with the APIs of all involved
Cloud providers.
The SLA Construction Engine and Service Selection Engine handle the issues surrounding the SLA formation and
service selection by communicating with the SLA Repository
and IaaS provider Proﬁles Repository components. While,
other components cover the SLA validation tracking, violation detection and enforcement. These will be done by
monitoring the allocated and running services and applying
certain strategies in order to detect SLA violation and
then react towards them which is the responsibility of SLA
Validation and Enforcement Engine.
The whole service allocation process will be realized in
the framework through three main phases: (1) SLA Construction, (2) Service Selection, and (3) SLA Monitoring
and Violation Detection. The ﬁrst phase forms SLAs named
InterCloud-SLAs2 , which are provider-independents. These
SLAs include SaaS provider’s QoS requirements for the
deployment of the application on the Cloud. Furthermore,
the functional requirements are expressed with the Open
Virtualization Format (OVF) standard [9]. The second phase
uses a selection algorithm to score services based on the user
satisfaction level for each service. The principle of prospect
theory [13] is used in the selection algorithm to model the
user satisfaction as a function of service QoS parameters
and the importance of each parameter for the user. While the
ﬁrst two phases are at design time, the last phase deals with
the monitoring of the allocated services in order to detect,
and in some cases avoid, the SLA violation at runtime.
Since, the requested services of a SaaS provider can be
selected from more than one Cloud infrastructure provider in
a Multi-Cloud environment, the service monitoring and SLA

II. S TATE OF THE A RT
In recent years, extensive research has been conducted
in the area of service selection and SLA management in
Cloud computing environments. However, for the service
selection in a Multi-Cloud environment, a methodology is
needed to compare Cloud services based on the various
criteria such as cost and QoS parameters for different user
proﬁles [17]. In addition, due to the SLA heterogeneity in
this environment, SLA management from whether customer
or provider perspectives is a challenging task.
Most of the approaches that focus on the SLA-based
service selection and allocation in the Cloud are trying
to maximize the customer proﬁt [6], [8] or IaaS provider
proﬁt [15]. The work in [20] is one of the ﬁrst attempts
dealing with resource allocation from the SaaS provider
perspective. The authors propose an allocation strategy for
SaaS providers to maximize their proﬁts and customer satisfaction levels when deploying their applications on the Cloud
infrastructure services. However, from the SLA perspective,
they only consider response time and service initiation time.
In addition, the evaluation of this work is performed in a
single Cloud with one virtual machine (VM) request per
service.
Similar work [19] has investigated service allocation in
the Cloud by providing an SLA-driven resource allocation
scheme that selects a proper data center among globally
distributed centers operated by a single provider. In contrast,
we support composite Multi-Cloud services where the SLA
can include several parameters such as availability, latency,
reputation, throughput and cost.
An extensive evaluation of existing approaches dealing
with SLA in Cloud computing has been done recently in
[14]. Among research projects introduced in this report, the
Contrail project [5], [7] has similar goals to our proposed
work regarding to the SLA management for composite
services in a multiple-provider environment with different
resource types. However, our focus is on a different multiple Cloud delivery type, Multi-Cloud model, while this
project works on the Federated-Cloud model. Moreover,

2 Inspired by a sub-group of the aforementioned IEEE intercloud working
group, named as InterCloud-SLA.
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service QoS parameters and the user satisfaction can be
modeled effectively and precisely by using the principles
of prospect theory.
SLA Monitoring and Violation Detection Phase As
emphasized in [2]: An SLA cannot guarantee that the service
is delivered as it has been described, similar to the case
that a car guarantee cannot claim that your car will never
break down. ”In particular, an SLA cannot make a good
service out of a bad one. However, it can mitigate the risk of
choosing a bad service.” Sticking to this goal for using SLA,
this phase is responsible for handling the SLA management
tasks at runtime includes SLA monitoring, SLA validation
tracking, SLA violation detection, and SLA enforcement.
Possible monitoring strategies include developing APIs to
provide a uniﬁed monitoring on Cloud vendors or enabling
Trusted Third Parties (TTP) to undertake the monitoring
responsibilities [14].
SLA validation tracking can be done by utilizing an Abstract Behavioral Speciﬁcation (ABS) language [11]. ABS
is a high-level, executable programming languages, which is
used to support full code generation and (timed) validation
of models [1]. In our work, it will be used for the validation
of SLAs in a Multi-Cloud environment.
SLA violation detection or detection of the future violations will be done by reasoning on the gathered information
of the monitoring services. Some strategies such as service
migration and deﬁning a penalty model to inﬂuence the
provider reputation can be applied at this phase. Among
possible solutions for the SLA violation detection, we are
investigating the application of modeling the problem as a
Root Cause Analysis (RCA) problem in Bayesian Networks
[18].
IV. P RELIMINARY R ESULTS
So far, we have designed and implemented the involved
modules of the Service Selection Phase in [10]. The cornerstone of this work is a novel service selection algorithm
that works based on prospect theory in order to compute the
user satisfaction score for a certain service. The proposed
algorithm scores the infrastructure services (Cloud VM or
storage) based on the user satisfaction degree by considering
the service QoSs and SLA parameters. As prospect theory is
an alternative decision making model for utility theory and
is said to be more realistic in calculating the user satisfaction
[13], we have evaluated the proposed algorithm with a stateof-the-art, utility-based algorithm [12]. This comparison was
done based on the implementation of both algorithms and
evaluating the selected services in a simulated environment.
This simulation was enriched by realistic data from the
commercial Cloud IaaS providers. The result showed that
our approach selects a set of services that more effectively
satisfy constructed InterCloud-SLAs.
V. E VALUATION P LAN
The efﬁciency of the InterCloud-SLAs, as the outputs
of SLA Construction Phase, is evaluated by their ability
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Figure 1: Multi-Cloud service allocation framework.
detection encompass tedious challenges which are going to
be tackled in this phase.
SLA Construction Phase As the input of this phase, the
SaaS provider submits its Cloud infrastructure requirements
to the framework as a single XML ﬁle. These requirements
contain two parts: one includes the requirements for each
single infrastructure service (Cloud VM or storage), and
the other one contains the requirements of the composite
infrastructure service. The data related to these two parts
is extracted from the given XML ﬁle and transformed into
a set of SLAs by using Model Driven Architecture (MDA)
[16] principles and the speciﬁcation of OVF standard for the
functional requirements. The main purpose of constructing
such SLAs is addressing the SLA interoperability issue in
a Multi-Cloud. Based on the MDA models, InterCloudSLA can be considered as a Platform Independent Model
(PIM) while each IaaS provider’s SLA can be modeled as a
Platform Speciﬁed Model (PMS). The goal of this phase is
ﬁrst modeling the PIMs and then automatically transforming
them to the corresponding PSMs of selected infrastructure
services. Moreover, some sort of reasoning abilities are
required to be applied in this phase in order to break down
the SaaS requirements in a way that they can be mapped to
the available service offers, or to the combinations of offers
in order to provide new value-added services for the user
requirements.
Service Selection Phase The InterCloud-SLAs and the
speciﬁcation of IaaS providers’ offers are two inputs of this
phase. The service selection algorithm used in this phase,
ﬁrst ﬁnds the best set of services which satisfy the requirements of each involved service. Afterward, it considers the
whole request as a composite service and tries to choose
an optimum combination of services by utilizing multiple
Cloud providers. Considering the latency and data trafﬁc
issues among included selected services of the composite
service at runtime in a Multi-Cloud is one of the key
challenges of this phase. We believe the relation between
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to support various Cloud IaaS providers’ SLAs in the
form of PSM, from the MDA perspective. Furthermore,
the automation level of model transformation from the PIM
(InterCloud-SLA) to the corresponding PSM (provider SLA)
will be another evaluation factor for this phase.
While the second phase has been already partially examined in [10], to evaluate the last phase which is SLA monitoring and violation detection, we will ﬁrst use the CloudSim
toolkit [4] to model multiple infrastructure services includes
VM and storage offers, each with different pricing models
and QoS parameters. Afterwards, we will assay the accuracy
of monitoring service discovery algorithm by the number
of successful matching. SLA validation will be evaluated
by using the ABS language to support timed validation of
SLAs corresponding to the selected IaaS providers. For the
further steps, we will model the SLA violation detection
process as a RCA problem and solve it by using the existing
machine learning approaches such as Bayesian Network. We
will evaluate the effectiveness of this modeling by measuring
the rate of SLA violation at runtime.
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VI. C ONCLUSION
The diversity of services in a multiple Clouds environment
is encouraging more SaaS providers to move towards using
the infrastructure services provided by the Cloud providers
instead of running their own data centers. However, the
lack of an efﬁcient service allocation and SLA management
approach that maximizes SaaS providers’ beneﬁts in a MultiCloud environment, as a delivery model of multiple Clouds,
impedes this evolutionary process. To tackle these barriers,
in this work, we proposed a Multi-Cloud service allocation
framework which contains three main phases SLA Construction, Service Selection and SLA Monitoring and Violation
Detection. This paper is a preliminary schema of the proposed framework, so there are still many challenges which
are needed to be covered during the complete deﬁnition and
implementation of the system.
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